A JAPANESEPAINTING STRIP REINFORCEMENT
TECHNIQUE
by Yoshiyuki
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Fig. 1. Portrait
of Getsuan
Shuko (1382) before treatment, in raking light
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All the backing
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and width of
support.

Fig.
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Fold a sheet
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Cut to make about

Fig . 6 .
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2-3mm wide strips

Wet a wooden board with water
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When the strips
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at
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4.
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6.

Apply the thinnest

Figure
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6.
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7.

8.
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9.
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Remove the ends holding
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11.
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12.
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and tears
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completion.
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come back if
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7.

Unfold and lay down a set of strips
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8.
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to avoid wrinkles

Fig. 9. Apply the minimum thickness
starch paste
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wet for a
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but the disadvan-
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will
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allel

will
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This can be solved
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when applied
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In other

dries.
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application,
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is
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par-

fibers.
This procedure

scrolls.

Chinese

different

paper,

is very essential
scrolls
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for hanging

have strip

scrolls

and hand

reinforcements,

and the width of the paper strips

but with

seems to be
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When scrolls
plete

remounting,

have creases
double

layers

usumino and uda for Japanese
usumino and Chinese paper
the reverse
layers
wider.

Feathering

of usumino,

handing

for Chinese

of the scroll.

of paper already,

but can not be taken apart

therefore

the strips

scrolls
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the strips

applied

have three

from

or four

must be thicker

than the outer

of

and

but the inside
layer

layer

to make

edges.

In order

to prevent

This is a wooden support
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of

and a combination

is not necessary,

which is usumino must be narrower
bevelled

or a combination

scrolls

The scrolls

for com-

further
that
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creases,
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10.

Remove the ends holding
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11.

Roll off a strip,
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12.

Apply over creases

the strips

adhesive

side

out

and tears
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this
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A futomaki

less
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in the future
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